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News
Under the current conditions, when the tendency to match the mastery of the best athletes from different countries is found, the problems of perfecting technical training are often presented quite frequently. With the rise of the prestige of sport, the role of multilateral training grows continuously. The basic significance of multilateral training is to increase the sporting result at sprint distances, which is an integral indicator of technical, functional training, etc.

Perfecting the instructional and educational process of swimming is an important concern for many authors.

In the present conditions of the increase in a sporting performance in swimming, it is necessary that specializes in the field find new methods, related to the main elements of structure – competition and training, in the composition of which a large number of components enter [1.5].

In the modern practice of preparing performance athletes, there are different schemes and variants of proximity to the main competitions, which are used successfully. The most used approach in world practice is characterized by the fact that the main qualifying competitions (national Championship) take place 4-3 weeks before the start of the main stages. In this case, athletes perform the basic efforts ahead of the country’s championship. After the competitions have given lasted, for 10-14 days, workouts are carried out in a volume of 20-30% of the limit values, based on the structure of the pre-competitive mesocycle.

In this context, training planning has become a “reserved” tool for coaches who have a very clear vision of the training ensemble and who know how to solve the requirements of high-performance sporting training, directing the entire Process to achieve special results. [2, 3.6].

The issue of the pre-competitive period in preparation planning may be:

– selection of competitions to which they are attended;
– their staggering in the preparation plan;
– planning methods and means of training according to competitions;
– maintaining the body of athletes at a high functional level, in such a way that performance fluctuations are relatively small;
– setting a high working rhythm (e.g. 3 weeks growing + 1 week with lower volume and intensity);
– planning of “on-the-go” competitions and one or two preparatory peaks [4, 7].

All these problems can be solved, only in the situation of logical thinking, coherent in the elaboration of training, thinking materialized in the preparatory plans.

The purpose of the research is the elaboration of the special exercise complex, geared to increase the speed of swimming in the training of Brassists, which will help to achieve the maximum level of the sporting result in the main competitions of the season, i.e. the exit to the “age” of personal sporting successes.

Research Objectives
1. The theoretical approach to the manner and content of the preparation of swimholders based on the study of literature;
2. Analysis of the method of planning the training process of the brassists during the pre-competition stage.

Research Methods
In there search, there were used the methods, which had the purpose of verifying different aspects of the preparation, in accordance with the current requirements of the sport, namely:
1. Analysis and generalization of document data from the literature.
2. Pedagogic observation.
3. Method of testing.

The training in the gym was of a strict character. -
- On Monday-Thursday, general physical Training (PFG) work outs were conducted.
- On Tuesday - Friday - rubber band Exercises.
- On Wednesday-Saturday-the force room. It is compulsory the distribution of various groups of muscles in different days, as an example:

- On Tuesday it is planned training with rubber band, and months PFG for torso muscles.
- On Wednesday – The force room with an emphasis on the leg muscles.
- On Thursday – PFG for mobility (medical ball, reaction, and...)
- On Friday – Rubber Band;
- Saturday – Exercises in the force room with different equipment, dumbbell, but with the exception of the muscles responsible for the rowing.

Similarly, exercises on fitness (fitball) are applied, where virtually all muscle groups are included, and it is of major importance that these exercises are oriented to the identification and maintenance of the center of body weight.

The exercises in water were structured in such a way as to take place the transfer of 50% in the pool of that quality, on the development of which it worked in the hall. In the water, three weeks until the competitions, two times in the week the swimming with the brake belt in the joint is carried out with different exercises. During the odd days, there were performed series for the development of resistance, and in the days it appears in the workouts apply the swimming on the leash with the maintenance of 15-20s speed, from the total time of training within the limits of 15-20 min.

Elementary speed manifestations, as well as swimming technique are positive references for the development of the athlete's speed capacity.

The contemporary method of increasing the speed of the swimmer in general lines leads to the following situations:

- With the increase in the speed of swimming, the technique suffers considerable changes (by character, amplitude, coordination of movements, etc.);
- The main difficulties in increasing the speed of swimming are related to the automation of movements in the water, which occurs during multiple repetitions of the exercises, performed in a single tempo (table 1).

Table 1. Water speed exercises applied to the preparation of swimfighters in the training of brassistants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rehearsal No.</th>
<th>Number of rest series</th>
<th>Number of replay</th>
<th>Number of series</th>
<th>between series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swimming in series 10-25m from start with maximum speed</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>30-60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swimming on distances of 50-100m from start with acceleration: 15-20m with maximum visor, 30-35m compensatory speed</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>45-90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 m long distance swimming with respiration: no breathing, 1-4 inputs</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>45-90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 m long swimming with rubber paws at maximum speed, holding breath and breathless</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>45-90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerated swimming on distances of 100m with floats: 15-20m with maximum speed, 30-35 m with a countervailing speed</td>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>120-180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swimming with the application of the elastic damper in one direction and back</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>30-60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swimming in distances of 10-25m, the maximum speed with the help of arms, legs in different complexes of exercises of hands, feet ,and respiration</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>30-60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effectiveness of the speed training depends on the intensity of the exercise, the ability of the swimmer to mobilize, name lytheability of the swimmer, in the training process, to perform the speed drills in a borderline and sub-limit, as soon as possible in order to break personal records, to serve as excitable factors in increasing the training speed.

The analysis of the process of preparation of performance swimmers in a training macrocycle has highlighted the specifics of individualized planning for each athlete. In this context, the methodology of the
application of the means focused on the development of the speed at the pre-competition stage was analyzed in order to establish the transfer of this workload to the sporting result, which will be shown in the Peak competitions (table 2).

Table 2. The best results of the Brassishets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIS Chișca Tatiana, year of birth 1995</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>European Swimming Championship 2018 in Glasgow (United Kingdom), 50m pool: 50bras-31.49 (13th place, semifinalist),100bras-1, 09, 31 – New National Record; qualification for the World Championship in Korea and the World Universiade in Italy; Double Champion, cup holder after a FINE score at the International Swimming Tournament Nioveia Grand Prix 2018, Thessaloniki (Greece); Double Champion at the International Championship of Ukraine 2019, Kharkov</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P cela Nicolae, year of birth 2004;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Master of Sport; Recordman and Champion of the junior R. Moldova Championship; Silver medalist at the senior R. Moldova Championship; Triple Champion and former at the 2018 international swimming tournament in Burgas (Bulgaria); Silver medalist at the Sprint International Swimming tournament 2018, Anyksciai (Lithuania); awarded the bronze medal at the distance of 50m bras at the International Championship of Romania 2019, Bucharest.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions
1. The bras process has evolved over the years, thanks to the changes in the technique to which multiple research has contributed to the theory and practice level.
2. However, in the practice of preparing swimmers, the need to perform the exercises at the sublimit level is often ignored and replaced by the high-speed volume, with the intensity, which significantly succumbed.
3. The level of manifestation of speed qualities during training depends on the selection of the means and methods, which would allow for the coverage of the limit manifestations. Here it is effective to use various means of preventive stimulation of the working capacity (pedagogical, physical, psychological), their use both separate and complex.
4. The duration of completion of the exercises in the process of speed development is determined by individual particularities and the need to ensure a high level of speed capacities.
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